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Important Update to Vehicle Standards Bulletin 6 – Version 3 Section P – Tow Couplings

Please be aware that VSB6 has been updated (now at Version 3) and as part of this update, Section 6 (pages 6 
to 8) clarifies the maximum Aggregate Trailer Mass (ATM) which can be used with 50mm towballs and 50mm 
ball couplings on vehicles where the Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is over 5000kg.

The background to this legislation is that AS4177, which is the Australian Standard covering 50mm towballs 
and associated 50mm trailer couplings has always referenced the 5000kg GVM limit of the tow vehicle. This 
update to VSB 6 now specifies the amount which the 50mm towball and couplings need to be de-rated when 
towing vehicle GVM exceeds 5000kg.

Specifically, it is stated that where the towing vehicle GVM exceeds 5000kg, the Maximum Permissible Trailer 
Mass (which is the same as ATM) is to be calculated using specific formulas. 

Under AS4177.3, trailer couplings can be rated by their manufacturer at three different ATM values. Using the 
vehicle GVM and the following formula, it is possible to calculate the maximum permitted trailer mass (MPTM) 
for the given coupling type (on the trailer) as follows: 

To put this into context, as an example, if a 50mm ball coupling is used on a trailer which is being towed by a 
10,000kg GVM truck, the ratings would calculate as follows: -
  

Coupling Size / Style MPTM [kg]
750kg ATM Coupling 710
2 Ton ATM Coupling 1665

3500kg ATM Coupling 2562
50mm Towball (To 

suit above couplings 2562
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What does this all mean?
It means that trucks at above 5000kg GVM cannot use the 50mm ball couplings at their normally accepted 
and understood ratings. Additionally, labelling must be applied to the coupling and towbar stating the new 
lower limits of the couplings.
Given the reduction of the ratings, it may mean that a truck owner (at GVM of more than 5000kg) who wishes 
to tow a 3500kg ATM trailer will need to upgrade the trailer coupling system, possibly to a 70mm ball cou-
pling. These larger couplings do not require the de-rate called for by VSB 6. (70mm ball couplings are rated 
according to D Value and not affected by this new legislation.)

Does this affect all vehicles or only new fitments?
The scope of the VSB 6 document, as stated on page is limited to “fitting and refurbishment of drawbars, 
safety chains and tow couplings that comply with ADR 62/…”
This means that only new fitments or those which require refurbishment are affected.

What about Combination Pintles?
The 50mm ball rating of a combination pintle is equally affected by the reduction in tow rating. The trailer 
coupling may also not be compliant (if towed by a truck with a GVM larger than 5000kg) if it is being used at 
its normally accepted rated load (such as 3500kg.)

Is this legislation going to be enforced in all States and Territories?
Yes. But you should speak directly to the appropriate Government department in your State or Territory for 
more information.

Markings required
The update specifies that each new towbar installation specifies an additional labelling requirement clearly 
showing the reduced ratings of 50mm couplings when used with the vehicle.

Hayman Reese will assist this new marking requirement by introducing a series of new rating labels which 
have the coupling ratings clearly marked. However, as these ratings are GVM specific, the installer will need 
to know the vehicle GVM to ensure that they order the correct Coupling Rating Label, appropriate for that ve-
hicle’s GVM. These new labels will be introduced in the coming weeks and we will send out a fitment release 
with this information as soon as it is available.

To learn more contact Hayman Reese 1800 812 017 

Further information
For further information relating to this legislation, please refer to the following links.

https://www.nhvr.gov.au/safety-accreditation-compliance/vehicle-standards-and-modifications/vehi-
cle-standards-bulletin-6

https://www.nhvr.gov.au/files/201709-0684-vsg16-50mm-ball-couplings.pdf


